Abstract. We study the behavior of spectral viscosity approximations to nonlinear scalar conservation laws. We show how the spectral viscosity method compromises between the total-variation bounded viscosity approximations { which are restricted to rst-order accuracy, and the spectrally accurate { yet unstable, Fourier method. In particular, we prove that the spectral viscosity method is L 1 -stable and hence total-variation bounded. Moreover, the spectral viscosity solutions are shown to be Lip + -stable in agreement with Oleinik's E-entropy condition. This essentially non-oscillatory behavior of the spectral viscosity method implies convergence to the exact entropy solution and we provide convergence rate estimates of both -global and local types.
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THE SPECTRAL VISCOSITY APPROXIMATION
We are concerned here with spectral approximations of the scalar conservation law (1:1a) @ @t u(x; t) + @ @x f(u(x; t)) = 0; u(x; 0) u 0 (x) BV: To single out a unique physically relevant weak solution, (1.1a) is complemented with an entropy condition such that for all convex U's, (e.g., La] , Sm])
(1:1b) @ @t U(u) + @ @x F(u) 0; F(u)
We want to solve the 2 -periodic initial-value problem (1.1a)-(1.1b) by spectral methods. To this end we use an N-trigonometric polynomial, u N (x; t) = P N k=?Nû k (t)e ikx , to approximate the spectral (or pseudospectral) projection of the exact entropy solution, P N u. Starting with u N (x; 0) = P N u 0 (x), the standard Fourier method reads, e.g., Kr-Ol] , Go-Or] , CHQZ],
(1:2) @ @t u N + @ @x P N f(u N ) = 0: Together with one's favorite ODE solver, (1.2) gives a fully discrete spectral method for the approximate solution of (1.1a).
Although the spectral method (1.2) is a spectrally accurate approximation of the conservation law (1.1a), in the sense that its local error does not exceed (1:3) k(I ? P N )f(u N ( ; t))k H ?s Const N ?s ku N k L 2; 8s 0; the spectral solution, u N (x; t), need not approximate the corresponding entropy solution, u(x; t). Indeed, counterexamples provided in Ta1] , Ta2] show that the spectral approximation (1.2) lacks entropy dissipation, which is inconsistent with the entropy condition (1.1b). Consequently, the spectral approximation (1.2) supports spurious Gibbs oscillations which prevent strong convergence to the exact solution of (1.1).
To suppress these oscillations, without sacri cing the overall spectral accuracy, we consider instead the Spectral Viscosity (SV) approximation (1:4) @ @t u N (x; t) + @ @x P N f(u N (x; t)) = " N @ @x Q N @ @x u N (x; t):
EITAN TADMOR
The left-hand side of (1.4) is the standard spectral approximation of (1.1a). On the right hand-side, it is augmented by spectral viscosity which consists of the following three ingredients: a vanishing viscosity amplitude of size " N # 0, a viscosity-free spectrum of size m N >> 1, and a viscosity kernel, Q N (x; t) = P N jkj=mNQ k (t)e ikx activated only on high wavenumbers jkj m N , which can be conveniently implemented in the Fourier space as
We deal with real viscosity kernels Q N (x; t) with increasing Fourier coe cients, Q k Q jkj , which satisfy
(1:5) q 1 ? m N jkj 2q Q k (t) 1; jkj m N ; for some fixed q 1;
and we let the spectral viscosity parameters, (" N ; m N ), lie in the range
(1:6) q " N 1 N logN ; m N N 2q ; < 1: We remark that this choice of spectral viscosity parameters is small enough to retain the formal spectral accuracy of the overall approximation, since
At the same time, it is su ciently large to enforce the correct amount of entropy dissipation that is missing otherwise, when either " N = 0 or m N = N. Indeed, it was shown in Ta1]-Ta3], Ma-Ta] that the SV approximation (1.4)-(1:6) q has a bounded entropy production in the sense that
loc (x;t) Const; and this together with an L 1 -bound imply { by compensated compactness arguments, that the SV approximation u N converges to the unique entropy solution of (1.1).
Observe that in the limit case q = 1, the SV method (1.4),(1:5) 1 ? (1:6) 1 , coincides with the usual viscosity approximation, @ @t u " (x; t) + @ @x P N f(u " (x; t)) = " N @ 2 @x 2 u " (x; t): But of course, the spectral accuracy (1.7) is lost in this limit case.
In this paper we show that the SV method (1:4) ? (1:6) q {while maintaining the spectral accuracy (1.7), it also shares the essentially non-oscillatory behavior of standard viscosity approximations. In particular, in x3 we show that the SV solution is total-variation bounded. Moreover, in the genuinely non-linear case where, say, f 00 > 0, the SV solution is Lip + -stable in agreement with Oleinik's Econdition. We conclude that the SV approximation converges to the exact entropy solution of (1.1) and we provide various error estimates.
A TOTAL-VARIATION BOUND
The presence of spectral viscosity on the right of (1.4) is responsible for a rapid decay of the Fourier coe cients located toward the end of the computed spectrum. This spectral decay result was proved in Ma-Ta] Here r 0 is related to the smoothness of the initial data, u 0 { initial smoothness measured by the requirement that max k<N k r k(I ? P k )u N ( ; 0)k Const; and s is any su ciently large integer, s s 0 (r), which is related to the degree of smoothness of f( ) measured by the constants K s { constants which may depend on kfk C s (as well as ku N k L 1 and ), but otherwise are independent of N.
The last estimate shows that the discretization error as well as its spatial derivatives, @ p x (I?P N )f(u N ( ; t)), become spectrally small independently whether the underlying entropy solution is smooth or not. Indeed, using the dyadic decomposition @ p x (I?P N )f(u N ) P 1 j=0 @ p x P 2 j+1 N (I?P 2 j N )f(u N ) and applying the above estimate with k = 2 j N; j = 0; 1; : : : we obtain (consult Sc, (4.9)]) Remark. As noted in Sc, x3], the above smoothness requirements are by no means optimal. For the sake of technical convenience, we therefore assume throughout the rest of the paper that the ux, f( ), is su ciently smooth (e.g., K s < 1 for s large enough so that the rst term on the right of (2:1) p is negligible for, say, s(1 ? ) > 2). Observe that then the spatial derivatives of the truncation error are spectrally small, provided the initial data u N ( ; 0) are su ciently smooth so that the second term on the right of (2:1) p applies with r > p (otherwise, an initial layer of size < 1 N may be formed, which is smoothed out exponentially fast once the spectral viscosity becomes e ective).
We conclude that the SV approximation is governed by the viscosity-like equation,
:: ; where the missing the term ... on the right refers to the spectrally small discretization error (2:1) 1 . Equation (2.2) is similar to the usual viscosity approximation (2:3) @ @t u " (x; t) + @ @x f(u " (x; t)) = " @ 2 @x 2 u " (x; t):
(In fact, the SV method (1.4)?(1:6) q coincides with the viscosity equation (2.3) in the limit case q = 1).
To quantify this similarity, we rewrite (2.2) in the equivalent form
Apart from the spectrally small truncation error on the right, the SV approximation (2.4a) di ers from (2.3) by the additional term involving the 'residual kernel', R N (x; t), on its right hand-side. We claim that this kernel is`su ciently small'. The inequality (2:5) 1 followed by (1:6) q imply the bound, " N k@ 2
x R N ( ; t)k L 1 Const, which plays an essential role in our foregoing discussion. In practice it was found that the latter bound is minimized if we let the monotonically increasing (respectively { decreasing) SV coe cients,Q k (respectively {R k ), to depend smoothly on the relative wavenumber k N .
PROOF. We rst recall Ma- Ta 
Remark. Taking into account the truncation error spectral decay (2:1) 1 , then inequality (2.7) provides us with the announced L 1 -stability of the form ku N ( ; t) One may proceed now with an L 1 -estimate in a standard fashion: we integrate against sgn(u N ? v N ), and in view of (2:5) 1 and (2:1) 1 we obtain, 2 and hence the contribution of the truncation error { which is upper-bounded by the second term on the right of (2.8), is negligible, at least for < 1 2 . For 1 2 < 1, however, one might need a slightly stronger assumption regarding the initial smoothness, e.g., u N ( ; 0) W 3 2 ;1 ; we shall not explore this issue here since, as noted above, the smoothness requirements for (2:1) p to hold are not optimal to begin with).
To guarantee the BV-boundedness of u N ( ; 0) without sacri cing spectral accuracy, one can pre-process the exact initial data u 0 prescribed in (1.1a). For example, de la Vallee Poussin's lter, yields a spectrally accurate approximation of u 0 , k(I ? V P N )u 0 k H ?s Const N ? s 2 ku 0 k L 2; 8s 0; moreover, since kV P N u 0 k BV 3ku 0 k BV , it follows from Corollary 2.3 that the SV approximation (1:4) ? (1:6) q subject to the pre-processed initial data (2.9), is total-variation bounded (independently of N) for arbitrary BV-initial data u 0 . Finally, we note that such initial pre-processing might be necessary, since the un ltered (pseudo-)spectral projection, kP N u 0 k BV , may grow as much as O(log N) for arbitrary BV-initial data. Of course, it can be avoided if the initial data are smooth enough , say in H 1 , for then kP N u 0 k BV ku 0 k H 1 < 1.
2. The BV-estimate (2.8) shows how the SV method maintains the delicate trade of spectral accuracy versus TV-stability: According to (2.8), the total-variation of the SV solution (1:4) ? (1:6) q with q = 1, may grow by a factor of O(1) times its initial variation; as q increases, this growth factor approaches one { in agreement with the Total-Variation Diminishing (TVD) property of the exact solution, but at the same time, the spectral accuracy estimate (1.7)`deteriorates'. Thus, the SV method (1:4)?(1:6) q can be viewed as a compromise between the rst-order TVD viscosity approximation (2.3) (which corresponds to q = 1), and the spectrally accurate yet unstable Fourier approximation (1.2) (which corresponds to q = 0). Similarly, the L 1 -stability (2.7) approaches the L 1 -contraction of the exact entropy solution, as we increase the amount of spectral viscosity by letting q " 1.
3. The total-variation boundedness of the SV solution implies that (a subsequence of ) u N (x; t) converges strongly to limit u(x; t), which is a weak solution of (1.1a). To conclude that this limit is the unique entropy solution of (1.1), it remains to verify that u satis es the entropy condition (1.1b). To this end we multiply (2.4a) by U 0 (u N ), obtaining 
imply that u = limu N satis es the entropy inequality (1.1b), and convergence of (the whole sequence of ) u N to the entropy solution follows. 4. The total-variation bound indicated above implies the usual decay In this section we restrict our attention to the genuinely non-linear conservation law (1.1) where f 00 > 0.
We say that a family of approximate solutions fu N (x; t)g is Lip + -stable, if there exists a constant (independent of N), such that the following estimate is ful lled 1 : (3:1) ku N ( ; t)k Lip + Const T ; 0 t T:
Recall that the viscosity approximation u " as well as the entropy solution of the nonlinear conservation law (1.1) with f 00 > 0, satisfy Oleinik's E-condition e. In particular, they are Lip + -stable, as long as their initial data u 0 are Lip + -bounded. We want to show that the SV approximation (1.4) is also Lip + -stable. We remark that the BV bound (2.8) does not exclude the possibility of small high-frequencies oscillations. (By conservation, Lip + -stability implies BV-stability but not vice-versa). Such 'unphysical' oscillations may violate the Lip + -stability of the SV solution . In order to prevent such Lip + -unstable oscillations, we therefore need to slightly increase the amount of spectral viscosity. We achieve this (without sacri cing formal spectral accuracy), by requiring the spectral viscosity parameters to lie in the range (1:5) q ? (1:6) q with q 3 2 . As before, the Lip + -stability of the SV method hinges on the (small) size of the 'residual' kernel, R N (x; t), which distinguishes the SV approximation (2.4a) from the Lip + -stable viscosity approximation (2.3). To this end we rst prepare LEMMA 3.1. Consider the SV kernel Q N (x; t) subject to the SV parameterization (1:5) q ? (1:6) Remark. The constants c N involved in the Lip + -bound (3.4) have two major contributions: the second term on the right represents an upper-bound of the truncation error which is spectrally small { provided the initial data u N ( ; 0) are su ciently smooth, say u N ( ; 0) W 2;1 so that (3.4) holds with r 3 2 ; (otherwise, an initial layer may be formed, after which the spectral viscosity becomes e ective and drives the truncation error spectrally small). Apart from this spectrally small contribution, we have c N N ? (1? 3 2q ) ; here we observe that, as before, as the amount of spectral viscosity increases with q, the Lip + -bound in (3.4) becomes tighter in agreement with (3.2), and in particular, the two Lip + -bounds coincide in the fully viscous limit q = 1.
PROOF. Di erentiation of (2.4a) yields for w N (x; t) @ @x u N (x; t), @ @t w N (x; t) + f 0 (u N (x; t)) @ @x w N (x; t) + f 00 (u N (x; t))w 2 N (x; t) = (3:8b) ju N (x; t) ? u(x; t)j C 1 " 1 3 ; 0 t T; (3:8c) ju N (x; t) r ? u(x; t)j C r " r r+2 ;
1 r < 1:
Here, r , is any r-th order molli er, and the constants C r 1+ku( ; t)k Here, the rst inequality follows from (2.2) by ignoring the spectrally small discretization error (2.1); the second is an obvious use of Young inequality; and the third inequality uses (2:5) 0 and (2.6) which show that the L 1 -norm of the viscosity kernel, Q N ( ; t) D N ( ) ? R N ( ; t), does not exceed Const log N. In summary, we nd that the Lip + -stable SV approximation (1.4) is Lip 0 -consistent of order " N ? , and using Theorem 3.3 we conclude THEOREM 3.4 (Convergence rate estimates). Consider the 2 -periodic nonlinear conservation law (1.1) with Lip + -initial-data. Then the SV approximation (1:4); (1:5) q ? (1:6) q with q 3 2 converges to the entropy solution of (1.1) and the following error estimates hold for 1 p; r < 1, 0 s 1, (3:10) ku N ( ; t) ? u( ; t)k W ?s;p Const N ? sp+1 2p ; 0 < t 0 t T; (3:11) ju N (x; t) ? u(x; t)j C 1 N ? 3 ; 0 < t 0 t T; (3:12) ju N (x; t) r ? u N (x; t)j C r N ? r r+2 ; 0 < t 0 t T:
Remarks. 1. Theorem 3.4 requires the initial data of the SV method, u N (x; 0), to be Lip + -bounded independently of N. Consequently, one might need to pre-process the prescribed initial data u 0 unless they are smooth enough to begin with. The de la Vallee Poussin pre-processing in (2.9) will guarantee this requirement for arbitrary Lip + -bounded initial data u 0 .
2. The error estimates (3.10),(3.11) are not uniform in time as t 0 # 0, unless the initial data are su ciently smooth to guarantee the uniformity (in time ) of the Lip + bound (3.4); consult the remark following Lemma 3.2. For arbitrary Lip + -initial data, u 0 , an initial layer may be formed, after which the spectral viscosity becomes e ective and guarantees the spectral decay of the discretization error indicated in (2:1) p .
3. According to (3.11) and (3.12), the pointwise convergence rate of the SV solution in smooth regions of the entropy solution is of order N ? 1 3 , and by post-processing the SV solution this convergence rate can be made arbitrarily close to N ?1 . In fact, numerical experiments reported in Ta2] show that by post-processing the SV solution using the spectrally accurate molli er of Go-Ta], r (x) = 0 (x)D n (x); n " 
